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Arturia launch FX Collection: bundle of high quality software

effects

Bringing together all 15 plugins from their “You’ll Actually Use” series, the Arturia

FX Collection promises to offer professionals and beginners alike the highest sound

quality and best features on the market.

Following in the footsteps of the critically-acclaimed V Collection, Arturia’s new FX

Collection offers all producers, mix engineers, and music-makers the chance to

enhance their tracks with time-honored studio and stage legends that shaped the
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sound of the music industry, enhanced with powerful modern features.

Not only that, but Arturia have also developed some unique, original effects which

offer abilities that would be simply impossible to achieve in vintage hardware.

FX Collection brings you the best-sounding, highest quality compressor, reverb,

preamp, filter, and delay plugins, and includes the following titles:

Reverbs

Stunning vintage reverbs and a super-modern algorithmic beast will transform your

music in an instant.

Rev PLATE-140

VINTAGE STUDIO REVERB

A reimagining of EMT’s titanic plate reverb, perfect for vocals.

Rev SPRING-636

SNAPPY PHYSICAL REVERB

Vibrant spring and crunchy germanium preamp, the ideal dub combo.

Rev INTENSITY

FUTURISTIC DIGITAL REVERB

An original creative algorithmic reverb with unlimited modulation capabilities.

Delays

Add saturated, lo-fi, or super-trippy modern delays to your sonic arsenal, including

classics and a modern twist.

Delay TAPE-201

SATURATED ANALOG ECHO

Organic, tape saturated delay and reverb at its finest.

Delay MEMORY BRIGADE

FILTERED ANALOG BBD ECHO

The iconic lo-fi delay that helped the greatest guitarists and producers achieve their

unique tone is now available in your recording setup.

Delay ETERNITY

ENDLESSLY CREATIVE ECHO

An exciting, original delay effect with integrated effects, and an inspiring variety of

sounds. Arturia Delay Eternity is an innovative tool for the modern producer.

Preamps

Insert the golden-sounding input stage of some of the world’s top consoles and
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outboard for that pro studio sound.

Pre 1973

BRITISH ICONIC SOUND OF THE 70’S

The iconic vintage sound of the world’s best studios, perfectly recreated for the

modern producer.

Pre TridA

PRIZED AND RARE MUSICAL EQ

One of the most prized, rare, and exclusive channel strips ever made has been

reborn in your DAW.

Pre V76

FINEST VINTAGE TUBE PREAMP

The sound that defined 60s pop music, rediscovered as a plugin for your virtual

studio.

Compressors

Control your dynamics, bring everything together, and add vintage tone with these

3 fantastic compressors.

Comp VCA-65

DELUXE DRUM TREATMENT

The ultimate rhythm section compressor, Comp VCA-65 is a perfectly recreated VCA

compressor with a modern twist.

Comp FET-76

MAKE EVERYTHING BETTER

The most iconic studio compressor ever made, recreated as a software plugin.

Perfect vocals and instruments every time.

Comp TUBE-STA

FAT BROADCAST SOUND

A reimagining of the legendary vacuum-tube powered Gates STA-Level, a secret

weapon for bass and vocals since the 1950s.

Filters

Use the finest synth filters on any sound source you like, dramatic, creative tonal

control all day, every day.

Filter MINI

PHILOSOPHER’S LOW PASS FILTER

A plugin recreation of Dr Moog’s famous 24dB per octave low-pass ladder filter,

updated with exciting new features for the modern music maker.
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Filter M12

THE MULTI-MODE MONSTER, REBORN

The legendary analog polysynth’s filter reworked as a superbly powerful, modern

plugin for your DAW.

Filter SEM

A FILTER LEGEND WITH A MODERN TWIST

Tom Oberheim’s pioneering design, among the first ever self-contained analog

synthesizers, was home to one of the best-loved filters of all time. Now you can use

it as a cutting edge creative plugin for your DAW.

What makes it unique

Each plugins is feature-packed, and has unique tonal properties that will make them

your go-to choice in the studio.

Circuit-accurate modelling: the classics have been reborn with True Analog

Emulation (TAE) and Physical Modeling technology (Phi), down to the smallest detail

and nuance.

Brand new abilities: each plugin also adds new advanced functionality like:

Look-ahead tracking, envelope followers, sidechaining, and pre-post EQ for ultimate

creative control

Awesome presets: based on the settings of engineers and studios that use them

day in, day out

In-app tutorials: get up to speed with step-by-step guides, and learn the plugins as

you use them

The culmination of decades of research, these high-quality plugins truly live up to

their tagline: audio effects you’ll actually use.

Price and intro offer

Arturia is running a special intro offer for the launch of its new FX Collection. The

offer will be available from February 12th to March 4th, 2020.

FX Collection will be available for the exclusive price of $299/299€ (instead of

$399/399€).

Customers who already own Arturia software or hardware are eligible for exclusive

discounts and crossgrades, starting from $49.

https://www.arturia.com/
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